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Company Overview 
 
Fields Development Group is a premier real estate development company in northern New Jersey 

headquartered in Hoboken where its heritage dates back three generations to 1933 when Patrick Caulfield 

Sr. began providing engineering services to both private clients and the city of Hoboken. Today, Fields 

carries on its proud history of real estate development, with a vast number of entities under the Fields 

Development Group umbrella, all known for their wealth of experience, attention to quality, knowledge 

of the real estate market, and expertise in construction and development. 

 

Fields Development Group believes in the art of creating signature residential buildings that combine 

dramatic urban living spaces with modern amenities and features. Fields’ work is unparalleled in the 

industry and they are proud of their expertise and reputation. Led by brothers James and Robert Caulfield, 

Fields Development Group’s homebuilding expertise encompasses the entire spectrum of housing 

production, from land acquisition and construction to sales and marketing. All aspects of development are 

handled in-house to ensure and unmatched level of quality, value, and customer satisfaction. 

 

Fields Hi-Rise Construction (FHRC) is one such entity below the Fields Development Group umbrella 

which is a premier full service general contractor and construction manager, expertly designed to meet the 

varied needs of clients and developers throughout the New York/New Jersey area.  FHRC is equipped to 

provide the flexibility, convenience and hands on construction experience to bring projects in on time and 

within budget.  FHRC is dedicated and determined to provide top quality customer service combined with 

a specialized approach to each project.  Every employee on FHRC’s team is a consummate professional 

committed to serving the unique needs of its clients.  FHRC is proud to say that honesty, integrity, and 

professionalism are the cornerstones of its philosophy. 

 

Please see the attached Completed/Current Project list and do not hesitate to contact our office with any 

additional questions. 


